Minutes MultiLepton/Diboson meeting 06/10/10

Present: Arabella, David, Roberto, Philippe B., Nadir, Christophe + Clémentine & Roko (EVO)
Supporting Material: Slides from Roberto, Arabella (+link), David and Christophe

** News (Roberto)
- Skimming of 38X data is progressing well. EGRun2010A (~3 pb-1, ~equivalent to the pre-prod we already have) is finished. Electron and Muon Datasets for Run2010B (after technical stop) is almost finished. Mu2010A has still a lot of jobs to run. 
Note that ElectronRun2010B and Muon2010B are now transferred at GRIF (growing datasets).
- Triggering on Electrons is an issue with the increasing lumi (as the trigger is...). Thresholds + ID/Iso requirements are tighten. Soon (for the 2E32 menu), the lowest single electron threshold will be 17 GeV ! (even on the Double Electron). 
=> not suitable for H->ZZ* analysis. Have to check impact on signal + propagate info/warnings to the HZZ group.
- Di-electron Mass spectrum shown by EXO group (will be updated ~every week). Already ~1 sigma excess in the high tails. Due to the "wrong" E/p combination (discussed in previous meetings). 
=> ask Sheriff the run/event numbers of these events and check if there are anything weird. Should give feedback quickly before people getting too excited/nervous.
- Be prepared to switch to CMSSW 39X during Moriond rush...

** Arabella (seeding)
- Comparison of 38X data with 38X MC and 36X. In 38X: angle definition is wrt BeamSpot, not the 0,0,0 frame. 
=> distributions well centered on MC now.
- Missing contributions (esp. in the forward region.): remaining background not added here. Gone with the tighter MET cut and moving to tcMET (slide 3). 
- Other change in 38X: window extended from ±4mrad to ±6mrad in FPixel and TEC layers => double peak structure appears in DeltaPhi for TEC(only the negative side). Investigations have shown that:
* Barrel is ok.
* negative charge is ok (only ~ -0.5mrad shift in DPhi2 for FPixel)
* positive charge is showing double peak in DeltaPhi (TEC) + visible offset ( ~ -1mrad in FPixel) 
From investigation on first windows:
* Barrel is ok
* DPhi1 in FPixel is double peaked (peak at ~0 for negative charges, peak at ~ 0.02rad for positive charges)
* DR1 in FPixel shows a strange shape
Correlation between DPhi1 and DPhi2 in slide 8 => the DPhi1 +0.02rad peak populates the DPhi2 -5mrad one.
Ongoing checkings

** David (Z->ee tag&probe: reco efficiency)
- First steps through a clean measurement of Electron Reconstruction efficiency (SC->gsf) with Z->ee tag&probe.
- Uses various combinations of Tag (electron, with Et>20 GeV + VBTF WP 95 or 80 or 60) and Probe (SC with Et>20 GeV, + H/E or H/E+Iso or H/E+SigmaIetaIeta).
No Dist/Dcot(theta) is applied on the Tag. 
!!! WARNING !!! To apply "missing hits" cut in the tree, one has to use "ele_expected_inner_hits". Cuts are summarized here:
//WP95
ele_expected_inner_hits[en] <= 1
//WP80
ele_convFound[en]==0 && ele_missing_hits[en]==0
Note: dist & dcot should be putted back in the Tree Production (in order to study other working points than the VBTF ones...)
- Comparisons of the different tag&probe combinations shows that the tighter you are, the higher the efficiency (on data) is => due to reduction of background.
But even with the tighter cuts (WP60 for the tag, H/E+Iso+SigmaIetaIeta on the probe), 94% is reached, which is lower than what is shown by VBTF guys. 
=> here, no fiducial cut is applied... have to look in EB,EE, crack, etc... separately. 
SigmaIetaIeta cut is not improving too much the efficiency (gain/biais is +~1% in general. to be compared with errors). 
- Efficiency as a function of eta shows a drop in EE-... To be checked.
- Main steps are now: estimation (and substraction) of background (MC ? fits ?) and playing with the Z mass window. 

** Christophe (Z->ee tag&probe: variables & ID efficiency)
- 36X QCD MC: QCD EM-enriched + b/c->e almost finished. As well as Inclusive_Mu. 
- 38X QCD MC: have to wait a bit... (no b/c to e available, EM-enriched available at T1's but not at T2's)
- Z->ee tag&probe with 1 Tag (WP80, pT>20 GeV), 1 probe (pT>5 GeV + Iso).
Question: what is "best" ? pT of electron or Et of SC for the Tag ? Should we use something uniform between David & Christophe for this ?
- 38X EG (~3 pb-1) and 36X MC are used.
- Probes electron distributions (for pT>10 GeV) shows in general good agreement between DATA&MC. Energy scale does not seem perfect in EE... (related variables are therefore affected => E/p, pT,... ).
- e-ID efficiency is then extracted. As shown on Friday, disagreement in the low pT region is seen between DATA & MC for the HZZ e-ID. Likely to be due to remaining background contribution => Have to estimate and substract !
- same thing for VBTF 95 & 80: low pT effect is there but a barrel effect is also seen... Looking at the ele-variables plots, remaining background is in the barrel... => but have to do N-1 efficiency plots to see what can cause this...
- Comparison between HZZ, VBTF 95 & 80 efficiency is shown vs pT, eta (for MC only). 

** Arabella (WZ first steps)
- Afer 2 leptons skim required + Electron Triggers, pT & eta spectra of electrons are shown (38X data, 36X MC), dominated by QCD. Invariant Mass and Transverse Mass at this stage are showing no QCD background => to be checked.
- Analysis proceeds step by step. 
1), "tag a good Z" => requiring 2 WP95 electrons, pT>20 GeV.
2) add opposite charge requirement,
3) mass range for the Z
4) Looking at a 3rd electron (WP95,pT>20 GeV)
No Data observed at this point. WZ signal expectation are very low (<1 event, as expected). => Should dump the integral/expectactions for background&signal. How much lumi should be we need to see the first event??
- Note: pT&eta plot are filled for "at least 1 ele" in step 1... To be updated. 
- Next steps: optimize electron ID for electrons from Z, and electrons from W. Could we use looser e-ID to gain a bit more signal ?? Are VBTF sufficient ?


